
Complete LiteRibbon™ Kits
LiteRibbon™ Kits include everything you need to start using LED LiteRibbon™ in Tungsten, Daylite, and Hybrid 
white colors. Choose from 30 di�erent kits like our “Basic” and “Simple” entry-level kits, or choose one of our Pro 
“Reality,” “Commercial,” or “Feature” kits. There is even a Pro“Car” kit that includes nearly 17 sections of LiteRib-
bon™. Kits include VHO Pro LiteRibbon™, Chroma LiteRibbon™, LiteStix Pro units, and the all-inclusive LitePower 
Packs that include power supplies, dimmers, cables, adapters, and battery adapters. 

Easily create your own package
Combine the all-inclusive LitePower Packs with any of the 24 variations of LED 
LiteRibbon™, in any available length. LitePower Packs include power supplies, 
dimmers, cables, adapters, and battery adapters. All that is needed is your selection 
of our color-correct LED products!

Choose à la carte for your own assortment of LiteRibbon™
Already know what you need? You can individually choose every item in your new package of LED LiteRibbon™. 
Start from the beginning by �rst selecting from over 100 LED LiteRibbon™ lengths of Tungsten, Daylite, and 
Hybrid white colors. Our color-correct white LED LiteRibbon™ is available in 3 variations of white, 2 densities, 4 
widths, and several lengths each. They are all plug-and-play, ready to go.

Next choose between our Single or Hybrid dimmers. Then add power cables, extensions, and adapters. Finally, 
choose your power options, including AC power supplies, rechargable batteries, alkaline battery holders, 
automobile power adapters, and D-Tap battery adapters. Be sure to pick up kit cases or parts organizers too. 
In no time, you could be replacing your �uorescent cart with an LED LiteRibbon™ cart! 
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Choose ready-to-shoot kits, semi-custom packages, or à la carte setups.

Alkaline Battery Holder

9-Volt Battery Adapter

D-Tap/P-Tap Battery Adapter

Auto/Cigarette Battery Adapter

NiMH Battery Pack

LED LiteDimmer Extension Cables

LED LitePower Pack

Adapter CablesLED LiteRibbon™

LED LiteStix Pro

AC to DC Power Supply

LED LiteRibbon™

&

LED LiteStix Pro

Full-Spectrum, Flexible, and now completely Color-Correct.

Introducing 

The LED building blocks for your next great idea. 
Flexible, cuttable, and adhesive-backed, LiteRibbon™ can be used nearly anywhere. 
Thin enough to be mounted to a mobile phone, small enough to be installed 
into an actor’s helmet, or large enough to be spread out over a 4’ x 4’ 
panel, LiteRibbon™ is only limited by your imagination.

Genuine VHO Pro LED LiteRibbon™ is available in 24 variations.
 • TWO densities: Hard 120 and Soft 60.
 • FOUR widths: one, two, three, and six rows wide. 
 • THREE colors of white: Tungsten, Daylite, and tunable Hybrid.

It is the only color-correct, color-balanced LED ribbon available. 
Other similar products claim “high-CRI” or “no green” but pale in comparison to 
VHO Pro’s full-spectrum color rendering and LED consistency.
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